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First Term Catch Up Exam of English

Text:

Electrical engineering is one of ttre newer branches of engineering, and dates back to the late
19th century. It is the branch of engineering that dæts with thc technology of electricity.
Eleçfrical enginære urork on a wide range of componenb, devices and systems, from tiny
microchips to huge power station generators. Early experiments with elecfricity included
primitive batteries and static charges. However, the actual design, construction and
manufacturing of ussful devices and systems bqan with the implemenhtion of Michael
Faradals Law of Induction, which essentially states that the voltage in a circuit is proportional
to the rate of change in the magnetic field through the circuit. This law applies to the basic
principles af the electric generator, the electric motor and the transforrrer The advent of the
mdern age is marked by the intoduction of elecfricity to homes, businesses and indusûry, all
of which were made possible by electrical engineers. Some of the most prominent pioneers in
electrical engineering include Thomas Rlison (electric light bulb), George Westinghouse
(attemating current), Nikola Tesla (induction motorl Guglielmo Marconi (radio) and Philo T.
Farnsworth (television), These innovators turned ideas and concepûs about electricity into
practical devices and syste,nns that ushered in the modern age.

I- Reading Comprehension: (5 pts)

1- Give a suitable title to the text"

Answer the following questions:

What is elætr{cal engineering?

2-

a-

b- Who are the pioneers in electricat engineering?

3. Give synonlms to the following words:
& applies:

+ Give opposites to the following words:
a- modern - l:

b- devices -

b- wide {:

ff- Mastsry of Languagc: (13 pts)
1- Give the appropriate word corresponding to the phone.ûic transcription.

- /æktJueU :
- lbr'gænl :
- lfrLdl | -
- lkerent/ :
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2- Choose among the list the suitable word to complete the sentemce.
Anû walks

- Betty is a . ..... wornan- A- beautiful B- beautifully
- Jinn spæks Chincse
- David anived A- late B- lately

Sue learned Japanese A- quick B- quickly

3- Classify the following words according to the pronunciation of the final 66stt'

Deals - charges - applies - businesec$ - stetes - semponents - pieneem - devicæ.

+ Say whether the following sentexcæ in bold are relative clnuse, dependent clnuse
or independent clause.
- You are not going to pasll the t€st unless you $târt working much harder.

- Since f came to Germany I have not oncæ played tennis.

- Do you know the girl, who is talking to Tom?

5- Give the correçt form of the verbs in the following sentences:
- He does not answers to my emails.

lsl lîJ tw

- Alicia writed a love poem on a restaurant napkin yesterday.

- The cats lies in the shade under our cars.

fTf- Writing Expre$sion: ( 2pts)

FiIl in the gaps with the fottowing words: branch€d - transmission - electronics
- signal processing

Since its early beginnings, the field of electrical engineering has grown and
out into a number of speciîhzd, categories, including power

generation and systems, motors, batteries and control
systeins. Elccticât engineering also includes which hss itself
branched into an even greaær number of subcategories, such as radio frequency (RF) systems,
telecommunicationso remote sensing, ...,.r...,, digltal
circuits, instnrmentation, audio, video and optoelectronics,

Best of Luck
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Correction of the lst English Catch up Exam.

r- Reading Comprehension: (5 pts)

1- Give a suitable title to the text,

Electrical engineering.

2- Answer the following questions: (2pfs) * | x 2

r- What is electrical engineering?

- It is the branch of engineering that deals with the technology of electricity.

- Blectrical engineers work on a wide range of compcnents, devices and systernso

from tiny microchips to huge power station generators.

b- \Mho are the pioneers in electrical engineering?

- Thomas Edison (electric light bulb)

- George Westinghouse (alternating current)

- Nikola Tesla (induction motor)

- Guglielmo Marconi (radio)

- Philo T. Farnsworth (television).

3- Give synonyms to the following words: L pt (0,5x2)

t- applies : carries out b- devices : instruments, equipment

+ Give opposites to the following words: 1 pt (0.5x2)

a- modern : /: ancient b- wide -/: small

I- Mastery of Language: (13 pts)

1- Give the appropriate word corresponding to the phonetic transcription.

hpt (4x0.!)

- /æktjueV: actual

- brgæn/: begin

- lftldl: field

- /karent/: cument

2- Choose among the list the suitable word to complete the sentence. 2.5pts (tl.5x5)

- Ann walks heavily.

- Betty is a beautiful woman.

Jinn speaks Chinese fluently.

David arrived late. tt,,tf{\
- Sue learned Japanese quickly.
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3- Classify the following words according to the pronunciatian of the final 65s"'

4 pts {0.5x 8)

lsl td lizl

states - components Charges applies

pioneers- deals

Business€s - devires

4- Say whether the following sentences in bsld are relative clause, dependent clause

or independent clause, 3pts ( fx 3)

- You are not going to pass the test unless you start working much harder.

Independent clause.

- Since I came to Germany I have not once played tennis. Ilependent clause

- Do you know the grrl, who is talking to Tom? Relative clause

5- Give the correct form of the verbs in the following sentences: 1.5 pts ( 0.5x 3)

- He does not answer to my emails.

- Alicia wrote a love poem on a restaurant napkin yesterday.

- The cats lie in the shade under our cars.

II- \ilriting Expression: 2pts (4x0.5]

FilI in the gaps:

Since its early beginnings, the field of electrical engineering has grown and branched

out into a number of specialized categories, including power generation and transmission

systems, motors, batteries and control systems. Electrical engineering also includes electronics,

which has itselfbranched into an even greater number of subcategories, such as radio frequency

(RF) systems, telecommunications, remote sensing signal processing digital circuits,

instrumentation, audib, video and optoelectronics.

Best of Luck
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